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Current Role and Importance of USG Guided FNAC for Rapid Diagnosis
of Suspicious Mass Lesions
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Abstract
Background: Ultrasound guided Fine needle aspiration is a diagnostic procedure that inserts a small needle into a suspicious mass to extract
some cells which are then visualized under the microscope. The aim of the present study was to determine utility and safety of ultrasound guided
FNAC in rapid evaluation of various mass lesions. Subjects and Methods: In this study, 120 patients of age between 20-60 years with various
mass lesions referred for ultrasonography guided FNAC to the department of radiodiagnosis, PDU Medical College and Civil hospital, Rajkot,
Gujarat over a period of 1.5 years from 1/5/2018 to 1/11/2019are included. Results: Ultrasonography guided FNAC was performed by the same
investigator, an experienced radiologist, using a real time scanner (logicP9; GE Healthcare) under standard septic precautions. Conclusion:
Our study contributes to the conclusion that USG guided FNAC can easilybe used for the aspiration of lesion of the breast, thyroid, lymph
nodes, liver, lung, musculoskeletal system etc. It does not use ionizing radiation, has no known harmful effects, and provides rapid diagnosis of
the suspicious mass lesions &a firm diagnosis of impalpable lesions can be made preoperatively. Advantages of USG guided FNAC:- 1. Cost
effectiveness, 2. No radiation hazards, 3. Easy to perform, 4. Dynamic evaluation of vessels, 5. Perfect real time Localization of the target lesion,
6. No hospitalization, 7. Least pre & post procedure care.
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Introduction

In today’s era with the help of various imaging modalities, an
increasing number of mass lesions is detected and histological
diagnosis is often necessary to determine the most appropriate
management of these lesions.

In this clinical scenario, imaging-guided FNAC is one of the
main methods to obtain tissue specimens. [1,2]

Various imaging techniques including computed tomography
(CT) fluoroscopy and ultrasound (US) can be used to guide
FNAC, but USG is most frequently used because of its cost
effectiveness, real time imaging and without radiation hazard
but in manycases, CT is preferred based on the localization of
the lesion, artefacts or due to some patient-related factors.

Real-time US imaging allows for the dynamic evaluation of
vessels and localization of target lesions thatmove during
respiration.

In USG-guided FNAC the tip of the needle can be monitored
throughout the procedure, and fine adjustments can be made
quickly and precisely. [3,4]

USG guided FNAC is commonly used to obtain samples
from the flowing sites:-

• Thyroid

• Breast

• Liver

• Lymph nodes

• Lung

•Mediastinum

Aim and Objectives

To assess the utility and safety of Ultrasound guidedFNAC in
the evaluation of various mass lesions.
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Subjects andMethods

Sample size= 120

Study design= Retrospective study

Type of study= Single center

Duration of study= 1yr

Place of study=PDU Medical college & govt. hospital, Rajkot

Consent for participation in study= Yes.

Patient Selection

Inclusion Criteria

• All cases of mass lesions which are referred to our
department & are accessible by ultrasound guidance.

Exclusion Criteria

• In the patients have risk factors like - moderate risk of
bleeding, abnormal clotting function or thrombocytopenia etc.

Machine Used

GE LOGIQ P9 ultrasound machine.

Written consent for participation in the study is always be
taken from the patient& his/her relatives.

The indication and details of the procedure explained to
patient.

Observations & pathological results are recorded in patient
proformas and analyzed statistically.

Results

Out of 120 patients (55 % males, 45% females) of age group
20 to 60 years having mass lesions were biopsied using USG
guidance.

Mass lesions of lung and liver were the most common sites.

Result of USG guided FNAC classified into three categories.

Diagnostic

Nondiagnostic descriptive

Inadequate

Discussion

USG guided FNAC is a collaborative work from radiologist
and a pathologist. Some prerequisites before doing procedure
should be like.

Prothrombin time (PT), activated partial thromboplastin
time (APTT), and platelet count should be checked before
percutaneous lung FNAC.

Table 1: The number of USG guided FNAC conducted by various
sites were recorded out of total 120 patients
Name of system No. of cases Percentage
Lung 35 29.20%
Liver 30 25%
Lymph-node 19 15.80%
Breast 11 9.20%
Thyroid 11 9.25%
Miscellaneous 14 11.60%

Table 2: The outcomes of aspirated material are as follows
System DiagnosticDescriptiveInadequate Total
lung 32 2 1 35
liver 26 3 1 30
Lymph-
node

19 0 0 19

thyroid 10 1 0 11
breast 11 0 0 30
miscellaneous12 1 1 14
Percentage 91.66% 5.83% 3.33% 120

Figure 1: Ultrasound guided FNAC of a pulmonary
nodule in the right lower lob

Oral anticoagulants should be stopped before a FNAC in
accordance with the published guidelines on perioperative
anticoagulation.

• Relative contraindications include:

• Platelet count <100 000/ml

• APPT ratio or PT ratio >1.4

In these situations, a decision to proceed to FNAC should be
made following discussion with a hematologist.
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Figure 2: Ultrasound guided lung tumor FNAC. The
needle passes over the pleural effusion penetrating the
tumor

Figure 3: USG guided FNAC from neck node

In case of lesions of breast and thyroid even the lesions were
palpable but specimen from suspicious area obtained with the
help of USG guidance.

Choice of needle for the procedure is based on size and location
of the lesion, intended needle trajectory, information expected
from pathological sample and operator preference. [5]

Before procedure, atropine and pain relief medication should
be given.

Patient position: patient can be positioned prone, supine or
lying on side based on previously planned access site and
needle trajectory.in case of lung FNAC when arms needed can
be raised above head to widen the intercostal space.

For thyroid lesions, USG guided aspiration was initially
recommended for lesions that were difficult to palpate,
were predominantly cystic or had undergone a previously
unsuccessful palpation guided biopsy / FNAC. [6]

A thyroid nodule detected by an imaging study having
suspicious USG features (microcalcifications, local invasion,
lymph node metastases, marked hypo echogenicity, irregular
margins, solid composition, absence of a hypoechoic halo
around the nodule, size >1 cm, taller than wide shape, and intra
nodular vascularity) should be considered for USG guided
FNAC.

USG guided breast FNAC has been developed to sample the
impalpable breast lesions detected during breast screening.

In case of lymph nodes with the help of USG guidance aspirate
can be obtained from specific active portion or a necrotic
portion. [7]

USG guidance mainly used for impalpable lesions or when
freehand biopsy performed was nondiagnostic. But in other
lesions when USG guidance used it improved the yield of
sample before specific area of interest can be obtained.

In case of abdomen and thoracic FNAC procedure, a good
correlation between breathing movement and movement of
needle should be obtained.

Some post procedure care applied like X-ray chest after
thoracic FNAC procedure to look for pneumothorax, one-hour
observation period, recording of pulse-bp etc.

Some complications can developed like pneumothorax in case
of lung FNAC, injury to vessel, hematoma formation, spillage
of tumor cells along the tract of needle.

Some disadvantages of USG guided FNAC includes, proce-
dure becomes costly and tissue damage.

Follow up with histopathology reports done to know the
adequacy of tissue samples or need of a Re-FNAC. [8]

Conclusion

We have done procedure on 120 patients having lesions of
various systems with the help of USG guidance.

Our study contributes to the conclusion that USG guided
FNAC has improved the yield of adequate sample and
decreases the rate of re-FNAC. Innon-palpable lesions imag-
ing guidance is definitely useful but even it has role in palpa-
ble lesion also when specific suspicious area of lesion is to be
biopsied.

There are somany advantages of USG guided FNAC like, Cost
effectiveness, real time imaging, no radiation hazard, easy to
perform, dynamic evaluation of vessels, localization of target,
no hospitalization etc. and there is no significant disadvantage
of procedure.
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So nowadays role of USG guided FNAC is very important
in diagnosis of suspicious mass lesions, we as a Radiologist
always consider for it.
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